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Customer Profile

Solutions World brings the best solutions to everyday
challenges together with high-quality healthcare products to
help make life easier and more comfortable.
With a just over a third of this file being made up of male
buyers, Solutions World appeals to the 65 consumer. Retired
homeowners, who have lived in the same property for a
significant number of years. They have a modest income but
are not afraid to spend money but are financially conscious
that they need to spend wisely.
Scotts of Stow

Although their focus is on their Grandchildren, in their free
time they take an interest in reading, cooking, puzzles,
gardening, bingo, and their local community.
All Solutions World buyers have a proven track record of
responding well to a range of offers and appeals, either
through direct mail or inserts carried in the catalogues they
receive in the post each month.

870k
customers

11k
online
sessions
per month

To discuss how you can put your mailing, or insert, in front
of these discerning buyers call us on 01634 226 480.

Age
65+

AOV
£40

Scotts of
4 Stow

million
catalogue
mailings
per annum

Female
65%

Retirees

Male
35%

92%

With both an ecommerce website and monthly
catalogue mailings the Solutions World customer has
many ways to place their orders. Unsurprisingly with
this mature audience, 31% of all transactions are still
received via the post

www.solutionsworld.co.uk
*Source: GB TGI 2015 Q3, Kantar Media and Royal Mail Market Reach

The
Solutions
World
buyer opens
92% of all
direct mail
addressed
to them*

The
Solutions
World buyer
is 88%
more likely
to buy by
post than the
UK average*

The
Solutions
World buyer
is 141%
more likely
to buy by
phone than
the UK
average*

The
Solutions
World buyer
is 24% more
likely to
buy in-store
than the UK
average*

As you would expect from a senior citizen customer base
the follow advertisers do well:
• Mini Cruises, Coach holidays, or weekend breaks, both
home and abroad
• Charities recruit regular donors, one off cash givers and
plenty of raffle ticket buyers from Solutions World
• If you offer financial services that help make the most of
your savings then our customers are interested
• Funeral planning is something our customers consider
• Mobility aids for the home and getting about
More customer insights and contact information overleaf

Key Lifestyle Statements (with index score)*
(where average UK population score is 100)
I consult a professional financial adviser on financial matters
I get a good deal of pleasure from my garden
I am prepared to pay more for products that make life easier
I am very good at managing money
I like to pay cash for everything I buy
I always use ‘money off’ coupons and vouchers
I am perfectly happy with my standard of living

UK average index score of 100

Solutions World index score above the UK average

208
175
132
138
126
121
157

What our customers read*

Garden
The

INdex 2014
Volume 139,
Parts 1–12

Contact Alchemy on 01634 226 480 or email info@alchemydirectmedia.com to
get pricing and discuss marketing opportunities with Solutions World
*Source: GB TGI 2015 Q3, Kantar Media and Royal Mail Market Reach

